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Dalhousie faculty and staff are routinely called upon to give presentations on behalf of the university. It is important that these presentations also reflect the Dalhousie brand guidelines so that the fresh and bold brand personality is reinforced to both external and internal audiences. To make this easy, we have created Dalhousie PowerPoint templates to build upon in your creation of presentations.

Sample bar chart

- One of Canada’s oldest universities: founded in 1818
- Largest university in Atlantic Canada
- Three campuses in the heart of Halifax and an Agricultural Campus near the town of Truro, Nova Scotia
- Over 125,000 graduates worldwide

General guidelines:
- Information should be presented clearly and in an uncluttered manner.
- Photos and colours can be used where appropriate, but should not overwhelm the message.
- The colour of the bar on the title page may be selected from the supporting colour palette (see page 6.05 for options).
- When using colours, wherever possible, please utilize brand core and supporting colours.